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Abstract

We present differentiable point-based inverse rendering,
DPIR, an analysis-by-synthesis method that processes im-
ages captured under diverse illuminations to estimate shape
and spatially-varying BRDF. To this end, we adopt point-
based rendering, eliminating the need for multiple sam-
plings per ray, typical of volumetric rendering, thus signif-
icantly enhancing the speed of inverse rendering. To real-
ize this idea, we devise a hybrid point-volumetric represen-
tation for geometry and a regularized basis-BRDF repre-
sentation for reflectance. The hybrid geometric represen-
tation enables fast rendering through point-based splatting
while retaining the geometric details and stability inherent
to SDF-based representations. The regularized basis-BRDF
mitigates the ill-posedness of inverse rendering stemming
from limited light-view angular samples. We also propose
an efficient shadow detection method using point-based
shadow map rendering. Our extensive evaluations demon-
strate that DPIR outperforms prior works in terms of re-
construction accuracy, computational efficiency, and mem-
ory footprint. Furthermore, our explicit point-based rep-
resentation and rendering enables intuitive geometry and
reflectance editing.

1. Introduction

Inverse rendering aims to estimate geometry and reflectance
of real-world objects from a set of images, with applications
including relighting, augmented and virtual reality, and ob-
ject digitization. While it has been a longstanding chal-
lenge in computer vision and graphics, inverse rendering
is still notoriously difficult. A common approach to solve
inverse rendering is to take the analysis-by-synthesis prin-
ciple. That is, synthesized images using forward rendering
are compared to input captured images, and through the iter-
ative minimization of the difference between these images,
geometry and reflectance are updated. Hence, the forward
rendering plays a critical role in the analysis-by-synthesis
inverse rendering framework.

Mesh-based rendering methods combined with path trac-
ing are prevalent for photo-realistic forward rendering.
However, they often struggle in inverse rendering due to

discontinuity issues [24]. Volumetric rendering has re-
cently been recognized for view synthesis, particularly in
variants of NeRFs [26, 39, 40]. Inspired by such suc-
cess, many state-of-the-art inverse rendering methods have
adopted volumetric rendering as a forward-rendering en-
gine, demonstrating compelling reconstruction of geometry
and reflectance [11, 37, 46, 50, 53]. However, challenges
remain, such as the excessive computational costs due to
multiple sampling for each ray, and ambiguities in BRDF
and normal reconstructions given limited light-view angu-
lar samples.

Point-based rendering has been extensively studied for
forward rendering, where points serve as compact scene
representations [12, 14, 33, 42]. Point-based forward ren-
dering involves splatting these points onto a viewpoint us-
ing circular disks, ellipsoids, or surfels [30, 59–61]. Point-
based rendering, especially in the analysis-by-synthesis
framework, have recently gained renewed interest [14, 15,
33, 42, 52, 54]: compared to volumetric rendering, point-
based rendering is more efficient since it avoids the need for
multiple samplings per ray. Recent methods proposed by
Kopanas et al.[13, 14], Point-NeRF[45], Zhang et al.[52],
and Kerbl et al.[12] have shown the effectiveness of point-
based rendering in modeling radiance fields for novel-view
synthesis.

Inspired by this success, we present differentiable point-
based inverse rendering, DPIR, that exploits point-based
forward rendering for inverse rendering. DPIR processes
either multi-view multi-light images or photometric images
captured by multi-view photometric setups [19] and flash
photography, respectively. Using point-based forward ren-
dering confronts several challenges critical for inverse ren-
dering: (1) The discrete point representation hinders the re-
construction of both smooth and detailed surface. (2) The
inherent difficulty in jointly reconstructing geometry and
spatially-varying BRDF from limited light-view samples re-
mains. (3) There is a need for efficient shadow considera-
tion to ensure precise inverse rendering.

To address these challenges, we develop a hybrid point-
volumetric geometry representation and a regularized basis-
BRDF representation. The hybrid geometric representa-
tion enjoys the benefits of both point-based and volumet-
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ric geometry representations, ensuring efficient rendering
through point-based splatting, while benefiting from the in-
tricate and stable modeling capability inherent to signed-
distance functions (SDFs). Note that points are our only
rendering primitives. The regularized basis-BRDF repre-
sentation consists of a per-position diffuse albedo and a
specular reflectance component. The specular component is
modeled with weighted specular-basis BRDFs by exploit-
ing the spatial coherency of specular reflectance. This al-
lows for overcoming the ill-posedness of inverse rendering
under limited light-view angular samples. Also, we tackle
the shadow detection problem through an efficient point-
based shadow detection method, bypassing the volumetric
integration often used in learning-based inverse rendering
methods [37, 46, 53, 55]. DPIR then jointly optimizes point
locations, point radii, diffuse albedo, specular basis BRDFs,
specular coefficients, and SDF, by leveraging point-based
splatting as a forward renderer in the analysis-by-synthesis
framework. Our extensive evaluations show that DPIR out-
performs previous state-of-the-art inverse rendering meth-
ods [11, 46, 50, 51], in accuracy, training speed, and mem-
ory footprint. Furthermore, the explicit point representation
and rendering of DPIR enable convenient scene editing.

In summary, our contributions are:
• DPIR, an inverse rendering method that exploits dif-

ferentiable point-based rendering as a forward renderer,
outperforming prior methods in reconstruction accuracy,
training speed, and memory footprint.

• Hybrid point-volumetric geometry representation and a
regularized basis-BRDF representation that enable ef-
ficient and high-quality optimization of geometry and
spatially-varying BRDFs through point-based rendering.

• Point-based shadow detection method merged into our in-
verse rendering framework, enabling efficient and accu-
rate shadow detection for inverse rendering.

2. Related Work
Inverse Rendering Inverse rendering is a long-standing
problem in computer vision and graphics [2, 5, 6, 9, 17, 28,
35, 44, 57]. Learning-based single-image inverse rendering
enables accurate reconstruction for planar samples [4, 20–
22, 34, 36, 41, 49]. For non-planar objects, Li et al.[18] pro-
posed an implicit neural representation that estimates geom-
etry and reflectance from single-view multi-light images, al-
beit suffering from depth ambiguity. For multi-view inputs
captured under a constant lighting, learning-based inverse
rendering methods [37, 53] have recently shown promising
results by exploiting volumetric rendering as in NeRF [26].
Incorporating a signed distance function (SDF) as a geo-
metric representation into volumetric rendering further im-
proves normal-reconstruction quality [23, 50, 51, 55]. How-
ever, these methods struggle with low reconstruction accu-
racy of spatially-varying reflectance and excessive training

time due to the multiple sampling per each ray in the vol-
umetric rendering process. Monte Carlo differentiable ren-
dering can be also used for inverse rendering, however it
suffers from complex scene geometry [3, 8, 25] and limited
light-view angular samples [8, 27, 38], due to Monte Carlo
noise and mesh representations.

Using multi-view and multi-light inputs improves recon-
struction quality as demonstrated in PS-NeRF [46]. How-
ever, volumetric rendering used in PS-NeRF still results in
excessive training time, which is further complicated by its
multi-stage pipeline that requires a pretrained photometric
stereo network. MVPSNet [56] demonstrated faster train-
ing time by extracting lighting features for multi-view pho-
tometric stereo. However, only geometry is estimated that
cannot be used for inverse rendering applications where re-
flectance is necessary.

Our DPIR provides highest reconstruction quality,
fastest training time, and lowest memory footprint. To this
end, we use points as rendering primitives, resulting in fast
training with splatting-based rendering. To handle the lim-
ited light-view angular samples, we gather multiple sam-
ples from points with similar specular appearance by using
regularized basis BRDFs. Also, we handle shadow using
efficient point-based shadow rendering.

Point-based Rendering Point-based rendering uses
points as a compact scene representation for render-
ing [7]. Splatting with circular disks, ellipsoids, or
surfels [30, 59–61] enables high-quality and efficient point-
based rendering. To model geometry and outgoing radiance
distribution of a scene, various point-based methods have
been proposed. Combining point-based rendering with
image-refinement neural networks enables high-quality
novel view synthesis [1, 13–15, 29, 31, 33, 42, 58]. Re-
cently, Kopanas et al.[13] achieve high-quality novel-view
synthesis of highly specular surfaces using point-based
rendering and explicitly modeling reflection. Zhang
et al.[52] employ efficient point-based rendering and
spherical-harmonics point radiance for efficient novel
view synthesis, without using refinement neural networks.
Kerbl et al.[12] use anisotropic Gaussians and tile-based
optimization method for efficient and accurate novel-view
synthesis of in-the-wild scenes. Yifan et al.[48] employ
geometric regularizers that lead to high-quality geometry
reconstruction with point-based rendering.

In summary, point-based rendering has proven itself as
a promising technique that has fast rendering speed, low
memory footprint, and high rendering quality. In this paper,
we combine the point-based rendering with the analysis-by-
synthesis inverse rendering framework. By resolving asso-
ciated challenges, DPIR demonstrates high-quality and ef-
ficient inverse rendering.
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Figure 1. Overview of differentiable forward rendering. (a) For each 3D point, its position is used as a query for the diffuse-albedo
MLP Θd, SDF MLP ΘSDF, and specular-basis coefficient MLP Θc. The specular-basis BRDF MLP Θs models specular-basis reflectance,
given the incident and outgoing directions ωi and ωo. The point-based shadow renderer estimates the point visibility from a light source
per each image. By using the diffuse albedo, normals, specular reflectance, and visibility, we compute the radiance for each point. (b) The
radiance is then projected onto a camera plane to render the pixel color through splatting-based differentiable forward rendering.

3. Method

The proposed DPIR estimates points, surface normals,
spatially-varying BRDF, and visibility from the images of
a static object captured either by flash photography [50] or
multi-view multi-light imaging [46]. We use object masks
as additional inputs similar to NeuS [40] and Zhang et
al. [52]. DPIR compares rendered images with the input
images to update our scene representation. Figure 1 shows
a detailed overview of our differentiable forward rendering
process, which is pivotal for achieving efficient and high-
quality inverse rendering.

3.1. Scene Representation

Hybrid Point-volumetric Geometric Representation
We use a set of 3D points, where each point possesses two
parameters: position x ∈ R3×1 and radius r ∈ R1×1. Using
the points as geometric primitives allows for fast splatting-
based rendering by bypassing the per-ray integration used
in volumetric rendering. However, using the points only of-
ten makes its surface normals noisy as the discrete points
are non-uniformly distributed through space. To represent
both detailed and smooth geometry with accurate surface
normals n for each point at position x, we use SDF, repre-
sented as a coordinate-based MLP, ΘSDF, as follows:

n = ▽xΘSDF(x) , (1)

where ▽x is the differentiation operator [40, 47].
Our hybrid point-volumetric representation allows dis-

crete points to move in space while the surface normals of
the points can be sampled from the continuous SDF.

Regularized Basis BRDF Representation Reconstruct-
ing per-point BRDF from limited light-view angular sam-
ples is an ill-posed problem. Thus, we propose to exploit

A B

A
B

Figure 2. Estimated spatially-varying BRDFs. DPIR accurately
reconstruct the BRDFs of the specular gold appearance and the
red diffuse appearance. We visualize the BRDFs on unit spheres
illuminated by a point light source.

spatial coherency of specular reflectance by using the ba-
sis BRDF representation [16, 18, 28]. Specifically, we use
three MLPs for diffuse albedo, specular coefficients, and
specular basis BRDFs, describing the total reflectance fr as

fr(ωo,ωi,x,n) = Θd(x) + Θs(h,n)Θc(x), (2)

where Θd, Θs, and Θc are the MLPs for the diffuse albedo,
specular basis, and regularized specular-basis coefficients,
respectively. The outputs of the MLPs are in the following
dimensions: Θd(x) ∈ R3×1, Θs(h,n) ∈ R3×K , Θc(x) ∈
RK×1. K is the number of basis BRDFs. ωi and ωo are
the incident and outgoing light directions. h is the half-way
vector: h = (ωi + ωo)/∥ωi + ωo∥.

Unlike previous inverse rendering methods utilizing ba-
sis BRDFs [18, 28, 46], we found that enforcing a positive
constraint in the specular basis coefficients and optimizing
under an l1-norm with a lower bound of ϵ significantly en-
hances the accuracy of reflectance estimation. We set ϵ = 1
for highly glossy objects, ϵ = 0.5 otherwise. Figure 2
shows the learned BRDFs consisting of per-point diffuse
albedo and regularized specular basis BRDFs.

3.2. Point-based Visibility Test

Identifying shadow on which illumination does not reach to
a point is critical for robust inverse rendering [11, 37, 46, 53,
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Figure 3. Point-based visibility test. To determine the visibility
of each point, we compute the depth using the z-buffer from a vir-
tual camera positioned at the light source, and compare the depth
with the distance from each point to the virtual camera.

55]. Departing from computationally extensive volumetric-
rendering approaches for visibility test in recent learning-
based methods [18, 46, 53], we use a simple method com-
patible with our point representation: a shadow map tech-
nique used in rasterization-based graphics [10, 32, 43]. Fig-
ure 3 shows the schematics of our visibility test. For each
input image and a known light source, we place a virtual
orthographic camera at the location of the directional light
source. We then perform splatting-based rendering of the
points to the virtual camera. The resulting z-buffer stores
the depth z of each point with respect to the virtual camera.
The visibility function fv then can be estimated from the
z-buffer as

fv (ωi,x) = σ (τ + z0 (x)− z (x)) , (3)

where σ (·) is the step function that returns 1, meaning visi-
ble from the light source if the input is positive, and 0, which
means invisible, otherwise. z0 (x) denotes the depth value
of the first intersection point and τ is the threshold, set to be
0.1 in our experiments. For photometric dataset, visibility
of every point is set to 1 as the light source and the camera
are co-located.

Our shadow handling method efficiently and accurately
compute visibility of each point with point-based rasteri-
zation, which brings benefits over existing learning-based
shadow estimation that requires computationally expensive
volumetric ray marching [18].

3.3. Optimization via Point Splatting

Point-based Rendering For rendering each image, we
use the point location x, normals n sampled from the SDF,
reflectance from the learned BRDFs fr(·), and visibility
from the point-based test fv(·). We compute the radiance
R for each point x along the direction ωo towards a camera

pixel as follows:

R(ωo,x)=L(ωi,x)fv(ωi,x)fr(ωo,ωi,x,n)(ωi · n) ,
(4)

where L(ωi,x) is the incident radiance from the direction
ωi to the point x. Equation (4) is a simplified rendering
equation by exploiting that a scene point in each input im-
age is contributed from a single incident light ray, which is
valid for both multi-view multi-light images [19] and photo-
metric images. Note that extending the rendering equation
to handle multiple incident light rays is feasible by simply
integrating the computed radiance, which we demonstrate
in the environment-map rendering results.

Once the radiance of each point is computed, we project
the points to the camera viewpoints from which images are
captured, using point splatting. The rendered pixel intensity
of a camera pixel u amounts to the results of α-blending of
the projected point radiance R:

I (u) =

N∑
i=1

Riαi(u)

i−1∏
j=1

(1− αj (u)) , (5)

αi (u) = 1− (pi − u)
2

r2i
, (6)

where N is the number of points, Ri is the radiance of i-th
point computed from Equation (4), pi is the projected pixel
location, and ri is the radius of the point. αi is the corre-
sponding weight. Points are sorted according to their dis-
tances to the camera. This point-based rendering equation,
also depicted in Figure 1, can be efficiently evaluated, mak-
ing DPIR outperform previous volumetric inverse rendering
methods in efficiency.

Optimization We propose to optimize point positions x,
point radii r, and MLPs for SDF ΘSDF, diffuse albedo Θd,
specular coefficients Θc, and specular-basis BRDFs Θs by
minimizing the following loss:

L2 + λssimLssim + λSDFLSDF + λcLc + λmLm, (7)

where L2 and Lssim are the l2 loss and the SSIM loss for
the rendered image I and the captured image I ′.

LSDF promotes the zero-level set of the SDF lies near
the point positions: LSDF = ∥ΘSDF(x)∥2 . Lc regularizes
l1-norm of per point specular coefficient to be ϵ: Lc =
∥Θc(x)∥1 − ε. Lm is defined as the l2 loss between the es-
timated mask and the ground-truth mask, aligning the ren-
dered mask from the points to the input masks. For stable
optimization, we employ the mask-based initialization of
the point locations, pruning, and upsampling schemes fol-
lowing Zhang et al. [52]. We refer to the Supplemental Doc-
ument for the details of the loss functions and optimization
techniques.
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Figure 4. Reconstruction results. DPIR enables accurate and efficient reconstruction of geometry and reflectance for various objects.

4. Results

DPIR enables accurate and efficient reconstruction of ge-
ometry and reflectance as demonstrated in Figure 4. In the
following, we evaluate DPIR compared to previous meth-
ods and provide detailed ablation results.

4.1. Comparison

Multi-view Multi-light Images We evaluate DPIR on
DiLiGenT-MV [19], a multi-view multi-light dataset, com-
pared to state-of-the-art neural inverse rendering methods:
PhySG [51], TensoIR [11] and PS-NeRF [46]. Table 1 and
Table 2 show quantitative evaluations of novel-view relight-
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Bear Buddha Cow Pot2 Reading
Config. Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS↓

PhySG 24.52 0.9590 0.041 20.92 0.9229 0.0624 23.64 0.9604 0.0342 25.21 0.9609 0.0241 19.05 0.9056 0.0817
Single TensoIR 24.81 0.9597 0.0510 25.40 0.9521 0.0374 27.09 0.9766 0.0260 26.89 0.9741 0.0309 27.02 0.9607 0.0277
light PS-NeRF 35.19 0.9925 0.0061 32.85 0.9783 0.0074 36.57 0.9942 0.0026 38.40 0.9943 0.0019 33.73 0.9792 0.0077

Ours 43.21 0.9944 0.0037 37.62 0.9858 0.0048 38.23 0.9946 0.0022 39.32 0.9951 0.0022 35.75 0.9843 0.0063
Multi PS-NeRF 34.27 0.9802 0.0127 31.58 0.9637 0.0114 36.03 0.9871 0.0066 37.76 0.9851 0.0041 31.16 0.9736 0.0202
light Ours 39.78 0.9821 0.0083 34.88 0.9726 0.0090 37.64 0.9890 0.0041 38.86 0.9885 0.0034 32.50 0.9788 0.0204

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of novel-view rendering and relighting on DiLiGenT-MV dataset.

Bear Buddha Cow Pot2 Reading Train Mem.
Method MAE ↓ MAE ↓ MAE ↓ MAE ↓ MAE ↓ time↓ ↓
PhySG 11.35 27.20 16.10 11.98 26.67 20h 13MB

TensoIR 35.93 37.54 30.10 25.68 33.67 6h 68MB
PS-NeRF 4.68 11.92 5.89 7.55 10.64 22h 40MB

Ours 4.35 11.10 4.61 6.71 9.03 2h 5MB

Table 2. Quantitative comparison of normal accuracy, average
training time, and memory footprint on DiLiGenT-MV dataset.
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Figure 5. Comparison of novel view rendering and estimated
normal on DiLiGenT-MV dataset. Our DPIR recovers detailed
surface normals and reproduces accurate appearance.

ing, normal accuracy, training time, and memory footprint.
DPIR not only outperforms the compared methods in ren-
dering and normal accuracy, but also offers 10× faster train-
ing and 8× lower memory footprints than PS-NeRF, which
is the only competitive method in rendering accuracy. Fig-
ure 5 shows novel-view rendering images and estimated
normals. Note that DPIR does not require using any pre-
trained network contrary to PS-NeRF that uses a pre-trained
photometric-stereo network.

IRON Ours GT

Figure 6. Comparison of novel-view flashlight relighting. DPIR
successfully reproduces the ground-truth appearance, outperform-
ing IRON.

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ MAE↓ Train↓ Mem↓
IRON 31.91 0.9557 0.0446 9.38 12h 28MB
Ours 35.56 0.9734 0.0285 8.74 2h 5MB

Table 3. Quantitative comparison of novel-view relighting, normal
accuracy, training time, and memory footprint on the photometric
dataset.

For the above experiments, we have two comparison
configurations. First, since PhySG and TensoIR assume
constant environment illumination, we use the multi-light
averaged image for each view to simulate a virtual environ-
ment map [46]. PhySG and TensoIR are trained on 15 views
lighting-averaged images and tested on 5 novel views under
the same environment map. As PS-NeRF and our DPIR
take varying illumination images, we use 15 views and 16
lightings for training and use 5 views and 96 lightings for
testing. For the comparison with PhySG and TensoIR, we
compute the average image across 96 lightings for PS-NeRF
and DPIR on each testing view. This comparison protocol is
adopted from the PS-NeRF [46]. Second, we make a com-
parison only between PS-NeRF and DPIR to evaluate true
novel-view relighting. That is, we directly compare the ren-
dered images under a novel view and lighting without any
averaging. Our DPIR achieves the best performance over
the previous methods in both configurations.

Photometric Images We then evaluate DPIR on a photo-
metric dataset, which we render using four objects at 300
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With visibilityWithout visibility GT

NormalVisibility map

Figure 7. Importance of point-based visibility test. Our efficient
point-based visibility test enables accurate normal reconstruction
for occluded regions.

Without SDF With SDF GT

Figure 8. Impact of hybrid shape representation. Using points
only as shape representation often results in inaccurate reconstruc-
tion. Our hybrid shape representation based on points and a SDF
allows for recovering detailed appearance. We recommend view-
ing this figure on a monitor.

views with co-located point lights, following the config-
uration of mobile flash photography [28]. 200/100 views
are used for training/testing, respectively. Table 3 and Fig-
ure 6 show that DPIR outperforms IRON [50], the-state-
of-the-art inverse rendering method for photometric im-
ages, with higher novel-view relighting quality, 6× faster
training, and 5× lower memory footprint. IRON is a
two-stage method that uses volumetric and surface render-
ings for each stage, resulting in not only lengthy train-
ing time, but also smoothed geometry and saturated re-
flectance. DPIR is based on one-stage point-based analysis-
by-synthesis framework that directly optimizes geometry
and reflectance, enabling fast training and accurate recon-
struction.

4.2. Ablation Study

Point-based Shadow Detection The point scene repre-
sentation and rendering of DPIR allows for efficient and ac-
curate shadow estimation, which is crucial for reconstruct-
ing objects with complex geometry. Our visibility test only
requires 0.1× additional training time. Figure 7 shows that
our point-based shadow detection leads to notable improve-

Without regularization With regularization

Diffuse image Diffuse imageSpecular image Specular image

Figure 9. Impact of basis-BRDF regularization. Without using
the regularization, diffuse appearance is baked into the specular
image. Regularized specular coefficients enable accurate appear-
ance decomposition.

Dynamic radiusStatic radius GT

N
or

m
al

Figure 10. Impact of point radius optimization. Learning point
radius allows for reconstructing geometry with both low- and high-
frequency geometric features.

ments of surface normal accuracy for the occluded region.

Hybrid Shape Representation DPIR utilizes the hybrid
point-volumetric shape representation. Figure 8 shows that
only using point representation leads to unstable reconstruc-
tion. Our hybrid point-volumetric representation improves
reconstruction quality by learning delicate geometry and
appearance of both smooth and detailed surfaces.

Regularization for Specular Basis Coefficients DPIR
constrains specular coefficients with the regularization loss.
Figure 9 shows that using the regularizer leads to accu-
rate appearance decomposition between diffuse and spec-
ular components. Without using the regularizer, diffuse ap-
pearance is baked into the estimated specular image.

Dynamic Point Radius DPIR learns not only the location
of points but also their radii, used for α-blending in Equa-
tion (5). Figure 10 show that learning the point radii enables
accurate geometry reconstruction by adjusting the point size
to the spatial frequencies of a target scene.
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With mask GTWithout mask

Figure 11. Ablation on mask inputs. Using mask inputs im-
proves reconstruction quality while DPIR can obtain plausible re-
sults even without mask inputs. Without using mask, optimization
results near surface suffers from reconstruction artifacts.

Dependency on Masks DPIR uses mask inputs to initial-
ize the point locations and compute the mask loss. Mask-
based point initialization provides coarse point geometry
as a starting step and the mask loss provides further shape
guidance for low-light intensity region. In Figure 11, we
demonstrate that using mask inputs improves reconstruc-
tion quality. However, DPIR often achieves plausible recon-
struction even without using the masks that show a potential
application of DPIR for larger-scale scenes.

4.3. Applications

The explicit point representation and rendering of DPIR en-
able convenient scene editing by simply editing points and
its attributes. Figure 12 shows four applications enabled
by DPIR. We swap the diffuse and specular basis BRDF
of an object with that of another object we scanned. Also,
simply editing the points from the reconstruction allows
for intuitive geometric editing as we demonstrated in the
geometry removal and the object merging. Lastly, DPIR
supports environment-map rendering by accumulating re-
flected radiance for each light source in the environment
map. Environment-map rendering time is linearly propor-
tional to the number of illumination sources.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced DPIR, a point-based in-
verse rendering method that integrates efficient differen-
tiable point-splatting forward rendering into the analysis-
by-synthesis inverse rendering framework. To achieve this,

Object merging Environment relighting

Geometry removalReflectance change

Figure 12. Applications using point-based scene representation
rendering. DPIR enables convenient scene editing. We demon-
strate reflectance change, geometry removal, object merging, and
environment relighting.

we have developed a hybrid point-volumetric geometry rep-
resentation, introduced regularized basis BRDFs, and used
a point-based visibility detection method. DPIR jointly op-
timizes the point locations, radii, surface normals, and re-
flectance in a single stage without using any pre-trained
network. Through evaluations, we demonstrate DPIR out-
performs state-of-the-art inverse rendering methods in ac-
curacy, training speed, and memory footprint.

Limitations Many interesting open questions remain.
First, DPIR only models direct reflection without consid-
ering global-illumination effects such as inter-reflections.
Modeling the global-illumination effects with an efficient
global rendering method would be an interesting future
work. Second, DPIR does not explicitly model transmis-
sion. Generalizing inverse rendering with bidirectional scat-
tering distribution functions may open up the applicability
of DPIR for more diverse materials.
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